
ARTICLE 5

Application of Laws

Each Party shall require compliance with:

its laws, regulations and procedures relating to the admission to, remaining in, or 
departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in international air navigation, or to the 
operation and navigation of such aircraft, by airlines upon entrance into, departure from 
and while within the said territory; and

its laws and regulations relating to the admission to, remaining in, or departure from its 
territory of passengers, crew members and cargo including mail (such as regulations 
relating to entry, clearance, transit, civil aviation security, immigration, passports, 
customs and quarantine) by airlines and by or on behalf of such passengers, 
members and cargo including mail, upon transit of, admission to, departure from and 
while within the said territory In the application of such laws and regulations, each 
Party shall, under similar circumstances, accord to airlines treatment no less favourable 
than that accorded to its own or any other airline engaged in similar international air 
services.
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ARTICLE 6

Civil Aviation Safety

The Parties reaffirm the importance of close cooperation in the field of civil aviation safety.
In that context, the Parties shall engage in further cooperation including in relation to air operations, 
notably to allow the sharing of information which may have an impact on the safety of international air 
navigation, the participation in each other's oversight activities or conducting joint oversight activities in 
the field of civil aviation safety and the development of joint projects and initiatives, including with third 
countries. This cooperation shall be developed in the framework of the Agreement on Civil Aviation 
Safety between Canada and the European Community, done at Prague on 6 May 2009, with respect to 
matters covered by that Agreement.

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licences, issued or rendered valid 
by one Party, through its aeronautical authorities, in accordance with the applicable provisions of the 
Agreement on Civil Aviation Safety between Canada and the European Community, shall be recognised 
as valid by the other Party and its aeronautical authorities for the purpose of operating the air services, 
provided that such certificates or licences were issued or rendered valid pursuant to, and in conformity 
with, as a minimum, the standards established under the Convention.
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